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Abstract

This paper studies the effects of a non-pecuniary symbolic award on winners, losers, and

their peers, using a regression discontinuity design. We use a proprietary dataset from a

large insurance company that identifies newly recruited insurance salespeople who barely

won the quarterly “Best Rookie” award and their counterparts who barely missed it. Our

main finding is that barely winners earn less life insurance commission than barely losers

in the quarter following the award designation. Surprisingly, the performance difference is

almost entirely driven by winners earning less than last quarter, while losers’ earnings remain

unchanged on average. Several mechanisms, such as learning, signaling, effort reallocation,

mean reversion, and income targeting are tested and ruled out. One mechanism, which we

have empirical support for, is the negative peer pressure triggered by the award designation.

We also examine the spillover effects of the award designation on coworkers of barely winners

and barely losers. Suggestive evidence indicates the existence of spillover effects on winners’

junior teammates who are led by low-level managers, but not on other teammates.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Non-pecuniary symbolic awards are prevalent in labor markets. A burgeoning literature

has documented positive effects of symbolic awards on winners’ subsequent performance in

various organizational contexts.1 Without monetary incentives, symbolic awards can still

lead to performance increases among the recipients by providing them with non-monetary

benefits.2 However, there can be downsides to symbolic awards. Theories on conformity

(Bernheim, 1994; Akerlof, 1997) indicate that winners may reduce subsequent performance

to avoid standing out or being socially ostracized. Theories on multi-tasking (Holmstrom and

Milgrom, 1991) suggest that incentivizing a particular task can lead to negative spillovers

on un-incentivized tasks.

The causal evidence for determining whether and how symbolic awards pose unintended

costs on organizations is still scarce. This paper examines a symbolic award in a natural firm

setting and finds one of the first causal evidence that symbolic awards can decrease winners’

subsequent productivity. We explore underlying mechanisms, find support for negative peer

pressure, and estimate the spillover effects on coworkers of winners and losers.

The symbolic award we study is the quarterly “Best Rookie” award given out in the

largest branch of a leading insurance firm in China (hereafter, we refer to this branch as “the

company”). This award recognizes the top ten out of around 800 newly recruited salespeople

(rookies) in a quarter, based on their commission from selling life insurance in their first

quarter in the company (first quarter life insurance commission). The award winners in a

quarter are recognized at a company-wide meeting held at the beginning of the next quarter.

1For example, Neckermann, Cueni, and Frey (2014) shows that winners of an award for voluntary work
perform better subsequently; Bradler, Dur, Neckermann, and Non (2016) demonstrate that workers receiving
unexpected recognition raise subsequent performance; Gallus (2016) finds that the recipients of a randomly
bestowed award remain active longer in Wikipedia. See Frey and Gallus (2017) for a good review on this
topic.

2First, winning an award facilitates one’ access to resources (Chan, Frey, Gallus, and Torgler, 2014).
Second, winners can use the award to signal their abilities and look for better career options (Spence,
1973; Dewatripont, Jewitt, and Tirole, 1999; Neckermann and Frey, 2013). Third, utility from good self
image can incentivize agents to work harder (Bénabou and Tirole, 2002; Kolstad, 2012; Breza et al., 2017).
Fourth, desire to maintain good social image may incentivize agents to behave as expected or outperform
expectation (Ariely, Bracha, Meier, 2009; Kosfeld and Neckermann, 2011; Dellavigna, List, and Malmendier,
2012; Neckermann et al., 2014). Finally, winners may feel a stronger identification with their firms (Akerlof
and Kranton, 2005; Gallus, 2016) and reciprocate the firm by working harder (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Kube
et al., 2012).
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Winners’ ranking and their first quarter life insurance commission are posted on the board

during the meeting, while the information on non-winners remains unknown to the public.

An ideal experiment to pin down the effects of the award requires observing two equally

accomplished rookies, only one of whom gets the award. Our regression discontinuity (RD)

design approximates this. We compare the subsequent performance of two rookies whose

first quarter life insurance commission is close to the award threshold—one narrowly winning

(barely winner), the other narrowly losing (barely loser). We reassure the validity of this

strategy by showing that barely winners and barely losers are similar in demographics,

baseline performance, and attrition rate. Since teammates are assigned before each award

designation, we can also examine the spillover effects of the award by comparing the post-

award performance of barely winners’ and barely losers’ non-rookie teammates.

Several features of this setting make it uniquely useful in estimating the effects of sym-

bolic awards. First, the award is purely symbolic—winners receive no pecuniary prize or

promotion. Second, the award is non-repeated—each salesperson competes for the award

only once. The ex-post effects of the award will thus not be contaminated by salespeople’s

desire to win again. Third, the clearly-defined and closely-knit team in the company forms

a natural unit for examining the spillover effects. Such natural unit is usually unavailable

in field data. Fourth, non-rookies are ineligible for the award. The spillover effects on non-

rookie teammates are thus not confounded by the direct effects of losing the award. Finally,

the award was established years before our sample period. Analyzing it can shed light on

how awards function in a well-established field setting.

Our analysis yields two main findings. First, barely winners earn 1,720 CNY (about 250

USD) less in life insurance commission than barely losers in the quarter after the award

designation. The difference amounts to over 27 percent of the average first quarter life insur-

ance commission among top 20 rookies. More surprisingly, the difference is almost entirely

driven by winners earning less than last quarter, while losers’ earning remains unchanged on

average. Given the average commission rate of 15 percent, the above results imply a loss of

11,400 CNY (about 1650 USD) in insurance sales per winner per quarter.

Second, the data allow us to explore the underlying mechanisms of the performance de-

creases. We find little evidence for mechanisms such as learning, signaling, effort reallocation,
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mean reversion, and income targeting. One mechanism, which is consistent with our findings

and cannot be ruled out, is the negative peer pressure on winners triggered by the award

designation. Theories on conformity ( Bernheim, 1994; Akerlof, 1997) suggest that winners

may feel bad about putting others in lower position or be socially punished for standing

out from their coworkers.3 As long as the marginal costs from negative peer pressure per

unit effort exerted outweighs the marginal gains from outperforming others per unit effort

exerted, barely winners will reduce their subsequent effort (and performance) more than

barely losers.

To understand the impact of negative peer pressure, we exploit the fact that perfor-

mance observability among peers is a necessary condition for peer pressure (Kandel and

Lazear, 1992; Mas and Moretti, 2009; Bursztyn and Jensen, 2015). If winning the award

raises performance observability and facilitates negative peer pressure, then barely winners

with lower performance observability prior to winning should experience worse subsequent

performance compared to similar barely losers. Since there is no public performance rank-

ing within a team or in the whole company, salespeople usually only observe teammates’

performance through manager’s mentioning of top performers in team meetings. Therefore,

the higher a rookie’s life insurance commission is relative to her teammates, the more likely

her performance is observed by her teammates. We thus rank salespeople within a team by

their pre-award life insurance commission and split the rookies by their within-team rank.

We find that the difference in subsequent performance between barely winners and barely

losers is indeed larger (smaller) among rookies whose pre-award within-team rank is lower

(higher). In addition, we present two more pieces of supporting evidence for negative peer

pressure — the performance difference between winners and losers is larger when rookies live

closer to their teammates and when rookies’ performance deviates from team average more.

In Appendix A, we develop a simple theoretical framework to formally explain the negative

peer pressure mechanism.

3Traditional conformity theories suggest a convergence to the prevailing norm. The direction of the
convergence can be from above to below (negative) or from below to above (positive), depending on the
relative position between the agent and the norm in the relevant metric (Bursztyn and Jensen, 2015). We
focus on the convergence from above to below and refer to this as negative peer pressure, because winners
here are in the right tail of the performance distribution.
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We also examine the spillover effects of the symbolic award on coworkers of barely winners

and barely losers. Barely winners’ junior non-rookie teammates led by low-level managers

perform better than barely losers’ similar teammates in the quarter after the award desig-

nation, whereas barley winners’ senior teammates or those directed by high-level managers

do not. When we pool both subsamples together, spillover effects disappear.

This paper aims to make several contributions. First, we present one of the first causal

evidence on the existence and the mechanisms of negative ex-post effects of symbolic awards

on winners’ productivity. Most papers have documented positive ex-ante effects of awards

(Kosfeld and Neckermann, 2011; Ashraf, Bandiera, and Lee, 2014; Gubler et al., 2016), or

positive ex-post effects on workers’ productivity (Neckermann et al., 2014; Bradler et al.,

2016) and retention rate (Gallus, 2016). To our knowledge, Gubler et al. (2016) is the only

paper that touches on the negative ex-ante effects of symbolic awards in the workplace.4

While they find that an attendance award induces strategic gaming behavior on the award

eligibility and negative spillovers on un-incentivized behaviors, we demonstrate that winning

a symbolic award reduces winners’ subsequent performance in incentivized behaviors.

Our findings also relate to the literature on the negative effects of public rank feedback.5

Blader et al. (2016) document that a public rank feedback worsens truck drivers’ perfor-

mance in work sites where teamwork and collective effort are encouraged, while it improves

performance in other work sites. They speculate that negative peer pressure may explain

the findings. Ashraf (2017) demonstrates in a field experiment that workers who outper-

form their friends in a public performance ranking lower performance due to negative peer

pressure. Our setting differs from theirs in that symbolic awards only reveal the ranking of

the top workers, whereas the public rankings reveal the ranking of all. The information set

available to individuals and the degree of social recognition in the two schemes are differ-

ent. Our findings add to theirs by showing that top performers are especially vulnerable to

negative peer pressure, and that the consequence of the vulnerability is costly.

This paper is the first to examine spillover effects of symbolic awards in a firm setting.6

4In Gubler et al. (2016), award winners had a chance of getting a small amount of cash reward, so the
award might not be strictly symbolic.

5Ashraf (2017) provides a good review of recent papers on public rank feedback.
6Past papers have studied spillover effects of symbolic awards in other settings. For example, Bradler et
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Empirical studies on this topic are scarce due to two reasons. First, data on hierarchical

relationships and peer groups in firms are hard to obtain (Warzynski, Smeets, and Waldman,

2017). Second, spillover effects can be confounded by direct effects of peers losing the award

themselves, since most awards do not have eligibility criteria irrelevant to performance. In

this paper, we examine peer effects in a setting with natural peer groups and eligibility

criteria irrelevant to performance. We document positive spillover effects on peers who are

more sensitive to others’ success and failure, but not on general peers.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the organizational back-

ground and the data structure. Section 3 outlines the empirical strategy. Section 4 presents

the effects of the symbolic award on winners and losers, and explores various mechanisms.

Section 5 presents the spillover effects of the award on non-rookie teammates of winners and

losers. Section 6 concludes.

2. ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND AND DATA

2.1. Organization Background

The organization. Our testing ground is the largest branch of a leading insurance firm

in China. Between January 2013 to December 2016, our sample period, the company made

a total of 153 million CNY in insurance premium and employed a total of more than 20,000

salespeople (at least 4,000 salespeople in a single quarter).

There are two main job levels in the company—salesperson and manager. There are

five sub-levels for salesperson ranging from 1 to 5 and three sub-levels for manager ranging

from 6 to 8. Salespeople are responsible for selling insurance and referring new employees

to the company. They have zero base salary and earn income from insurance commission

and bonuses. Salespeople can sell two types of insurance products: life insurance and short-

term insurance. Life insurance covers the insured person for the whole of life and pays out

to the beneficiary upon the death of the insured. The premium for life insurance is paid

al. (2016), Moreira (2016), and Sequeira et al. (2016) examine the spillover effects of academic awards on the
peers of recognized students in school settings. Ager, Bursztyn, and Voth (2016) study how one’s recognition
by a German fighter pilot bulletin affects other pilots during WWII. Our paper also broadly relates to peer
effects in the workplace. Please refer to Corelissen, Dustmann, Schönberg (2017) for a good review on this
topic.
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annually according to a prearranged schedule; the responsible salesperson earns commission,

a predetermined percentage of the annual premium, at the time of each payment. In the

rest of the paper, “life insurance commission” refers to the commission from the first annual

premium payment, rather than the commission from later payments. Short-term insurance

covers only for a short period of time and pays out for various prearranged contingencies.

The premium for short-term insurance is paid in a lump sum when the contract is signed; the

responsible salesperson earns a one-time commission as a predetermined percentage of the

premium (hereafter, other insurance commission). Besides insurance commission, salespeople

can earn various small bonuses, such as those based on the number of new employees that

a salesperson refers to the company (referrals). For an average salesperson, 65 percent of

income is from life insurance commission, 10 percent from other insurance commission, and

25 percent from bonuses.

Apart from the tasks listed above, managers are responsible to manage subordinates in

their teams and lower level managers (e.g., level 7-8 managers oversee level 6). A team in

the company is defined as a group of salespeople overseen by one manager. The team is

formed by existing team members referring new salespeople to the company.7 The basic

function of a team is to have regular meetings led by managers. In a typical team meeting,

the manager will invite her subordinates who made large deals in the previous week or so

to share experience with other teammates. While salespeople may have an idea of the top

performers in their teams, they usually do not know how well the remaining teammates

do, because there is no public performance ranking and asking other’s income is publicly

discouraged in the company.

The company’s promotion algorithm is based on two metrics: a salesperson’s life insur-

ance commission and the number of referrals. Salespeople are assessed at the beginning of

each quarter based on their performance in the last quarter. For example, performance in

January through March is evaluated at the beginning of April. Salespeople will be promoted

7For example, salesperson A referred salesperson B into the company. If A is already a manager leading
a team, B joins A’s team and is supervised by A. If A is not a manager yet, B joins A’s team and is
supervised by A’s manager. When A later becomes a manager herself, B will switch to the team led by A.
The team assignment is indeed non-random. However, because teammates are determined before each award
designation, the non-random assignment will not invalidate our RD design.
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to the next level if their performance in the last quarter is above the level-specific threshold;

they will be demoted if their performance is below certain basic requirement for three con-

secutive quarters. Salespeople make every effort to understand the promotion algorithm, as

it governs the only way of promotion. Out-of-algorithm promotion is strongly discouraged

and rarely occurs in the company.

Although salespeople mainly work alone, maintaining a good relationship with teammates

is still important, especially for junior salespeople. For one thing, salespeople regularly in-

teract with teammates in team meetings. For the other, since junior salespeople are less

familiar with insurance contracts and are less capable of convincing customers, they some-

times invite more experienced teammates to visit clients together. Juniors thus rely on help

from experienced salespeople to effectively sell insurance and learn skills necessary to succeed

in the company.

The “Best-Rookie” award. Starting from the early 2000s, the company implements a

quarterly award program to recognize top-performing rookies. The award is purely symbolic.

It does not come with monetary prizes or factor into the promotion algorithm in the company.

Rookies in each quarter are ranked according to their first quarter life insurance commission.

At the beginning of the next quarter, the top ten rookies are presented with the “Best Rookie”

award at a company-wide meeting in front of all employees. During the meeting, the rank

of award winners and their life insurance commission are posted on the board, while the

information on other rookies remains unknown to the public. In the following paper, quarter

t represents the first quarter when a rookie joins the company, and quarter t+τ represents

the τth quarter after the rookie’s first quarter in the company. Since the award is based on

the performance in quarter t, we assign t to variables associated with the award designation,

even though the award is physically handed out in the beginning of quarter t+ 1.

2.2. Data Source and Sample Construction

The company provided us with data covering all salespeople in the company between

January 2013 and December 2016. The data consist of four parts:

1. Individual monthly performance, including insurance commission by detailed cate-

gories, total income, and the number of referrals. Since the award is given on a quar-
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terly basis, we aggregate the performance to the quarterly level. We further winsorize

all monetary outcomes at 1 percent level to reduce the influence of outliers.

2. Personal information, including an anonymized identifier for each salesperson, their

gender, age, years of education, urban status, home zip code, and contract start date.

Urban status is one if a salesperson mainly sells insurance in urban areas, and zero if

mainly in rural areas. We define contract end date for a salesperson as the last day of

the month after which she does not appear in the data again. If a salesperson leaves

the company after the end of sample period, we code her contract end date as missing.

3. Hierarchical information, including salespeople’s direct managers, referrers, teammates,

and subordinates. Salespeople are defined to be teammates in a quarter, if they share

the same direct manager in that quarter.

4. A list of the winners of the “Best Rookie” award in each quarter. The list matches

up perfectly with a list generated by the authors using the raw data on rookies’ first

quarter life insurance commission.

We assemble two samples for analysis. The first sample is for analyzing the effects of

the award designation on winners’ and losers’ subsequent performance. For rookies hired

in each quarter, we merge them with their personal information, hierarchical information,

performance in that quarter and in all subsequent quarters, by their identifiers. There are

13,163 quarterly rookies during our sample period. Since we are interested in the effects of

the award on subsequent performance, we require rookies to stay in the company for at least

two quarters. We are left with 10,996 rookies (including 151 winners).8 We then calculate

the optimal IK bandwidth using the standardized first quarter life insurance commission as

the running variable (Imbens and Kalyanaraman, 2012).9 For the RD regression, we focus

only on the rookies who are within the optimal IK bandwidth (the main RD sample). The

main RD sample consists of 1,837 rookies (including 115 winners). Table A1 reports the

number of observation and the range of rank included in the main RD sample by year and

8The extra one winner is from a tied rank in 2014 quarter 3.
9Standardized Commissioni,t =

commissioni,t−avg(commissiont)
se(commissiont)

. Running variable = standardized commis-
sion – the tenth standardized commission. Our findings are robust to using discrete rank as the running
variable and results based are available upon request.
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quarter.

Table 1 panel A displays the summary statistics for the main RD sample. One thing

worth pointing out is that 67 percent of rookies are female in this company, which is a

norm in Chinese insurance industry. Another thing to be noted is that the average years of

education is around 14, equivalent to “some college”. Since selling insurance is a job with no

requirement on tertiary education, salespeople with college degree selected into this industry

should not be viewed as similar to general college graduates. On average, the rookies earn

2,470 CNY in life insurance commission in their first quarter in the company and 2,110 CNY

in the second quarter.

[Insert Table 1 here]

The second sample in our paper is for examining the effects of the award designation on

the subsequent performance of winners’ and losers’ non-rookie teammates. We first identify

the rookies who earn the highest life insurance commission among all rookies in a team and

are also in the main RD sample. We consider these rookies as the source of impact and refer

to them as “participants”. The rationale is that the spillover effects, if any, are more likely

to come from the best rookie within each team. We then identify the non-rookie teammates

of these participants in the participants’ first quarter in the company. This process yields

14,661 unique salespeople. We further require these salespeople to remain in the company in

the quarter after the award designation of the participants. This leaves us with 8,214 unique

salespeople in 391 teams (the peer sample). As shown in Table 1 panel B, around 60 percent of

the salespeople in the peer sample are female, and the average years of education are around

14. On average, they earn 2,210 CNY in life insurance commission in the corresponding

participants’ first quarter and 2,320 CNY in the second quarter. Table A2 report summary

statistics for the full rookie sample and the full peer sample without bandwidth restriction.

3. EMPIRICAL STRATEGY

In this section, we explain the empirical strategies and their identifying assumptions.

We first examine the impacts of the symbolic award on winners and losers’ subsequent
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performance in the main RD sample. The specification is as follows:

Yi,t+τ = β0 + β1Wini,t + β2f(StdCommissioni,t − Cutt)

+ β3Wini,t × f(StdCommissioni,t − Cutt) + β4Xi,t+τ + αt+τ + εi,t+τ ,
(1)

where Yi,t+τ is the outcome of interest for rookie i in the τth quarter after her first quarter

in the company (quarter t), such as life insurance commission, other insurance commission,

the number of new referrals, and so on. τ equals 1 for our main regressions, as we are most

interested in the immediate effects of the award designation on rookies’ performance. We will

extend τ when we analyze the dynamics of performance. Wini,t equals 1 if i’s life insurance

commission in quarter t ranks top ten among all rookies, and 0 otherwise. StdCommissioni,t

is the standardized life insurance commission in quarter t, namely the difference between a

rookie’s raw life insurance commission and the average life insurance commission of all rook-

ies in quarter t, scaled by the standard deviation of life insurance commission of all rookies

in quarter t. The running variable is StdCommissioni,t − Cutt, namely the difference be-

tween a rookie’s standardized life insurance commission and the standardized life insurance

commission at the award threshold (rank tenth) in quarter t. We construct the running vari-

able based on standardized commission, so that we could compare rankings across quarters.

We include the interaction between Winti,t and StdCommissioni,t−Cutt to allow different

slopes of StdCommissioni,t−Cutt on the two sides of the award threshold. Xi,t+τ is a vector

of control variables for rookie i in t+τ , including gender, age, age squared, urban status, and

years of education. αt+τ is the quarter-by-year fixed effects, which controls for time-varying

common shocks to the company. εi,t+τ is the error term. The regression is estimated using

local linear regression with triangular weights and IK bandwidths (Lee and Lemieux, 2010).

While standard errors are heteroscedasticity-consistent in the main tables, we summarize the

standard errors under different inference methods for the main results in Table A3.10 The

10We do not cluster standard errors by team or by quarter in the main regressions. First, according to
Abadie et al. (2017), clustering standard errors by team does not work in our case, because there is no
clustering by team in sampling or in the treatment assignment. Rookies in any teams can compete for the
award, and the 115 winners in the main RD sample spread out among 92 teams rather than concentrating
in only a few teams. Second, clustering standard errors by quarters seem reasonable, as the probability of
being a “Best Rookie” varies in different quarters due to varying number of rookies. However, there are only
15 quarters in the sample period, which are too small for cluster to work properly. As an alternative, we use
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standard errors barely change in different methods.

β1 is the coefficient of interest, which measures the impacts of award designation on the

subsequent performance of winners relative to losers. One threat to our identification is per-

fect manipulation, a situation in which a rookie can perfectly manipulate her life insurance

sales so that her commission is certain to rank top ten among all rookies. Perfect manipu-

lation is unlikely to occur in this setting, because there are on average 800 rookies recruited

in a single quarter and that there is no systematic way of knowing all other salespeople’

performance in the company.11 Another threat to identification is the differential attrition

around the award threshold due to exit. We will provide evidence in the next section that

both threats do not seem to exist.

Besides the direct effects of the award designation on winners relative to losers, we also

examine how the award designation affects their teammates. To conduct this analysis, we

estimate the following regression using the peer sample:

Yj(i),t+τ = γ0 + γ1Wini,t + γ2f(StdCommissioni,t − Cutt)

+ γ3Wini,t × f(StdCommissioni,t − Cutt) + γ4Xj(i),t+τ + αt+τ + εj(i),t+τ .
(2)

where Yj(i),t+τ is the outcome of interest for teammate j of participant i in the τth quarter

after the award designation for i. Xj(i),t+τ is a set of control variables for j measured in

quarter t + τ , including gender, age, age squared, urban status, years of education, job

level, and tenure. Standard errors are clustered by team, because treatment assignment is

clustered by team — all non-rookie teammates in a team with award winners are coded as

treated. Unless otherwise noted, all else remains the same as in regression (1).

γ1 is the coefficient of interest, which measures the impacts of participants’ winning

status on participants’ teammates. As long as there is no perfect manipulation among the

participants and no differential attrition among their teammates after the award designation,

the bootstrap method (1,000 times) to obtain robust standard errors clustered by quarter (Cameron et al.,
2008)

11Traditional manipulation test is not well suited in our setting, because the main sample is from the right
tail of performance distribution where observation is already sparsely distributed. The sparsity becomes
even worse, as we have a fixed-quantity cutoff rather than a fixed-value cutoff. Manipulation test via STATA
command “rddensity” won’t pass even for fake cutoffs at rank 1-9 or 11-20.
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the RD design will identify the local average treatment effects of the award on winners’

teammates relative to losers’. The non-random team formation should not affect the causality

of our results, as teammates of participants were determined before the award designation.

4. EFFECTS ON WINNERS AND LOSERS

4.1. Validity of RD

In this section, we demonstrate that the identifying assumptions of our RD design hold.

Namely, (1) the award designation is as good as random around the award threshold, and

(2) no differential attrition exists around the threshold.

While the randomness of award assignment is inherently untestable, we examine the

change in demographics and baseline performance across the thresholds as a substitute.

In Table 2 columns (1)-(5), we examine barely winners’ and barely losers’ gender, age,

education, urban status, and the number of working days (duration) in their first quarter

in the company. None of the outcomes exhibit discontinuities at the award threshold, as

indicated by the small and insignificant estimates on Win dummy.

[Insert Table 2 here]

Next, we examine barely winners and barely losers’ first quarter life insurance commission.

Figure 1 plots the outcome on the y-axis and the running variable, i.e., the difference between

a rookie’s standardized first quarter life insurance commission and the tenth standardized

life insurance commission in the corresponding quarter, on the x-axis. The outcome changes

smoothly across the award threshold. Regression results reported in Table A4 column (1)

tell the same story. One point worth noting is that the non-existence of discontinuity at the

threshold is not so surprising, because the running variable is essentially an affine transfor-

mation of the outcome. Therefore, we run additional placebo tests using other performances

in the first quarter as outcomes, such as other insurance commission, number of referrals,

and total income. Table A4 columns (2)-(4) show that none exhibit discontinuities at the

award threshold.

[Insert Figure 1 here]
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Finally, we show that the discontinuity in the probability of exiting during the next

quarter is not significant and small in magnitude (Table 2 column (5)). In other words, a

differential attrition rate due to the award designation does not exist.

4.2. Main Results

In this section, we discuss the effects of the symbolic award on barely winners and barely

losers’ subsequent performance. Figure 2 displays their life insurance commission in the

quarter following the award designation. The y-axis plots the outcome and the x-axis plots

the running variable. Though the slope of the fitted line on both sides of the award threshold

is positive, there is a significant dip in the area right above the threshold. In other words,

though rookies who rank higher in their first quarter generally perform better in the second

quarter, those who are just above the award threshold perform worse than those just below.

[Insert Figure 2 here]

Table 3 reports the corresponding regression results. Our preferred specification in col-

umn (3) shows that barely winners’ life insurance commission in the quarter after the award

designation is 1,720 CNY lower than barely losers’. The difference amounts to over 27 percent

of the top 20 rookies’ average first quarter life insurance commission.12 The estimate remains

stable as we adjust the controls from column (1) to (3). Though we report heteroscedasticity-

consistent standard errors in Table 3, the standard errors barely change under other inference

methods as reported in Table A3. We also conduct robustness checks regarding the band-

width selection and the order of polynomial. The estimate onWin dummy varies between -2

and -1.5 as the bandwidth changes from 2 to 3.5 (Table A5). The estimates remain largely

unchanged when the regression is fitted with local quadratic regression (Table A6).

[Insert Table 3 here]

Since the RD estimates are relative in a cross-sectional sense, the discontinuity may result

from winners slacking, losers working harder, or both. To understand which is the driving

12We benchmark our results againt the average among top 20 rookies (6,209 CNY) rather than that among
all rookies in the main RD sample (2,469 CNY), because the former is more relevant to the discontinuity at
rank 10th.
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force, we plot the level change and the percentage change in the life insurance commission

from rookies’ first quarter to their second quarter in Figure 3.

[Insert Figure 3 here]

Figure 3 shows that both the level and the percentage change among barely winners are

significantly negative, while the change among barely losers centers tightly around zero.13

To be precise, the average change in life insurance commission from rookies’ first to second

quarter is -2,439 CNY or -39.7 percentage points (p-value<0.01) among barely winners,

whereas the change is 54 CNY or 0.22 percentage points (p-value>0.1) among barely losers.14

These findings suggest that the performance difference between barely winners and barely

losers is, surprisingly, driven by winners slacking off, rather than by losers working harder.

Simply put, barely winners respond to the award designation by reducing their life insurance

commission, while barely losers do not respond much. Given the average commission rate of

about 15 percent, the performance difference in the insurance commission implies a revenue

loss of 11,400 CNY (= 1, 720/0.15) per winner per quarter.

Some may argue that the discontinuity in performance between barely winners and barely

losers can be caused by losers working harder, because there can be a common decreasing

trend among all rookies from the first to the second quarter. We will explain why this

interpretation is less likely at the end of section 4.4.

4.3. Plausible Mechanisms

What could be the mechanisms underlying barely winners’ performance decreases? Al-

though we do not have a clean and tailored experiment to pin down the exact mechanism, we

propose several non-mutually exclusive mechanisms and examine whether they are consistent

with our empirical findings.

Learning. Without a company-wide ranking, rookies may instead gauge their ability

among other rookies by comparing themselves with their teammates. Barely winners, though

13Note that the change in life insurance commission of the winners on the far right are above zero. We
restrain from over-interpreting this change, because the sample size there is small and the precision is low.

14We regress the change in life insurance commission on a constant with triangular kernel separately among
barely winners and barely losers. The stated numbers are the estimated constants.
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perform better than most rookies, may rank low in their teams and wrongly perceive their

ability to be low among all rookies. Winning the award may thus prompt barley winners to

positively update their belief on ability and lower their subsequent performance. If learning

about true ability is the main mechanism, rookies who are better at estimating their relative

ability should have smaller belief update from winning and smaller change in subsequent

performance. One way to proxy rookies’ estimation ability is whether they have past award

winners as current teammates. The rationale is that past award winners can inform rookies

on top percentile of past performance distribution. Rookies can use this information to infer

their current relative performance, especially when the past distribution is not too long ago.

Therefore, we split the main RD sample by whether the rookie has at least one past award

winner from the previous two, three, or four quarters as current teammates, and repeat

regression (1) separately in each subsample. Contrary to what learning mechanism would

have predicted, regression results in Table 4 indicate that the performance difference between

barely winners and barely losers who have past winners as current teammates is similar to

that between barely winners and barely losers who do not.15

[Insert Table 4 here]

Signaling. Barely winners may use the award to signal high ability to outside firms in

the hope of landing a better job. Since searching for new jobs takes time, barely winners will

scale back the time spent on the current job, and their life insurance commission will drop.

If this is indeed the case, we expect barely winners’ exit rate in the quarters immediately

following the award designation to be higher than barely losers’. However, Table 5 columns

(1) through (6) show that no significant difference exists in the cumulative exit rate between

barely winners and barely losers during the six quarters after the award designation. Column

(7) further shows that their total duration in the company within sample period is similar

to each other.16

15Note that the total number of winners during our sample period is small. Therefore, the number of
rookies with past winners is small, and the precision of estimates in columns (1), (3), and (5) is low.

16There are two caveats: (1) we do not observe salespeople after they leave the company, so we cannot
compare their next jobs; (2) we cannot pin down the total duration for salespeople who leave the company
after the end of our sample period.
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[Insert Table 5 here]

Effort reallocation on observable tasks. Winning the award may prompt barely

winners to believe that they overshoot their target in life insurance. As a result, they may

reallocate their efforts from selling life insurance to other main tasks, such as selling short-

term insurance and referring new salespeople to the company. Salespeople have incentives

to do well in other main tasks too, because these tasks either factor into promotion or bring

them income. If this is true, we expect barely winners to perform better in other main

tasks. However, as shown in Table 6, not only do barely winners perform no better in selling

short-term insurance or referring new salespeople, they earn significant lower total income

than barely losers due to slacking off in selling life insurance.

[Insert Table 6 here]

Effort reallocation on unobservable tasks. While barely winners may not do better

in other observable tasks, they may invest time in unobservable ones, such as on-the-job

training, and perform better in the future. We use salespeople’s highest job level ever reached

and the probability of ever being promoted to manager within sample period as indicators

for their future performance in the company. We opt for job level rather than performance

in a specific future period as an indicator, because the former is less biased by endogenous

drop-out from the company than the latter. If effort reallocation on unobservable tasks is

the main mechanism, we expect barely winners to perform better in the future and thus get

promoted more than barely losers. However, Table 7 indicates the opposite. Table 7 column

(1) shows that barely winners’ highest job level is significantly lower than barely losers’.

Such lower job levels cannot be explained by barely winners leaving the company earlier, as

barely winners and barely losers have a similar duration in the company (Table 5 column

(7)). Table 7 column (2) further shows that barely winners and barely losers get promoted

to managers at similar likelihood.

[Insert Table 7 here]

Mean reversion and other mechanisms. Winners’ performance may simply reverse

back to mean following the award designation. However, mean reversion is unlikely in this
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context. First, there is no explicit protocol in the company that assigns harder-to-sell regions

to good performers—salespeople look for their own selling regions. Second, the rank is based

on three months of performance, so any randomness is likely to have balanced out. Third

and most importantly, given the RD design, mean reversion has to be a very specific type

to explain our findings—only rookies who are right above the cutoff reverse to mean, while

those right below do not, which is not very plausible. Similarly, income targeting and other

mechanisms that should apply to rookies equally on both sides of the award threshold will

also be ruled out by the RD design.17

4.4. Negative Peer Pressure

So far, we have ruled out several mechanisms that could explain barely winners’ per-

formance decreases in the quarter following the award designation. However, there is one

mechanism that has not been ruled out and is consistent with our main findings—negative

peer pressure. According to theories on conformity (Bernheim, 1994; Akerlof, 1997), winners

who stand out from their peers by winning the award may feel bad about putting others

in a lower position, or they may be sabotaged by others. In an environment where rookies

have close bonding with teammates and rely on experienced teammates’ help to effectively

approach clients and sell insurance, such conformity preference can lead to winners’ perfor-

mance decreases.18

Performance observability among peers is a necessary condition for peer pressure (Kandel

and Lazear, 1992; Mas and Moretti, 2009; Bursztyn and Jensen, 2015). In our setting, there

is no public performance ranking within a team or in the whole company. The most likely way

for one to observe others’ performance is through manager’s mentioning in team meetings,

because managers often publicly praise out-performers during the meetings. Therefore, for a

17The estimates regarding all above mechanisms are based on the main RD sample. But the estimates
remain unchanged in sample restricted by optimal IK bandwidth selected using the actual outcome of each
regression. Results are available upon request.

18Even though both voluntary decrease due to feeling bad and involuntary decrease due to teammate
sabotage are both possible, we think the latter is more likely in our setting. This is because (1) magnitude of
decrease is so large that voluntary decrease from feeling bad for others being the main mechanism seems less
likely. And (2) we find that being directly referred by one’s manager mitigates barely winners’ performance
decrease—managers can protect rookies from teammate sabotage but they should not affect how rookies feel
about putting others in a lower position.
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rookie who is already a top performer in her team, winning the award should not materially

change her performance observability within the team. In contrast, for a rookie who is not

a top performer in her team, winning the award can drastically increase her performance

observability, which changes her feeling of standing out and how her teammates treat her.

As a team consists of both rookies and non-rookies, winning “Best Rookie” award does

not guarantee being top in a team. We can rank salespeople in a team by their average

monthly life insurance commission in the baseline quarter and proxy a rookie’s pre-award

performance observability among teammates by this within-team rank.19 We split the main

RD sample into rookies who rank top three within their teams in the baseline quarter (high-

rank) and those who rank fourth and below (low-rank). If the above reasoning holds, we

expect barely winners to reduce performance relative to barely losers more in the low-rank

sample than those in the high-rank sample. Since barely winners and barley losers have

similar first quarter performance, this is effectively saying that barely winners perform worse

than barely losers to a larger degree in the low-rank sample than in the high-rank sample.

[Insert Figure 4 here]

This is indeed what we find. As shown in Figure 4, there is a visually discernible dip

in post-award life insurance commission right above the award threshold in the low-rank

sample (panel B), but no significant discontinuity exists in the high-rank sample (panel A).

In Table 8 panel A, we report the regression results. Barely winners earn 2,970 CNY less

than barely losers after the award designation among rookies who rank fourth and below

within their team in the baseline quarter (column 1), while the difference is economically

and statistically insignificant among rookies who rank top three (column 2).20 The estimates

in column (1) and (2) are statistically different at the conventional level. As we change the

cutoff within-team rank from rank three to rank two and one in Table 8 panels B and C, the

estimates in the high-rank subsample converge to zero, which is consistent with the notion

19We use average monthly life insurance commission rather than the quarterly total to correct for rookies’
difference in entry time.

20Note that the non-existence of discontinuity between barely winners and barely losers in the high-rank
sample does not mean that their performances remain unchanged from one quarter to another. It only
implies that the changes, if any, are not significantly different between the two groups.
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that the observability increment from winning award decreases as pre-award rank improves.21

[Insert Table 8 here]

We further plot the RD graph using first quarter life insurance commission as placebo

outcome in Figure A1, examine the distribution of running variables in Figure A2, and

check rookies’ baseline characteristics in Table A7 for low-rank and high-rank subsamples

respectively. All validity checks pass.22

Next, we provide several pieces of evidence hinting at the negative peer pressure mech-

anism. Firstly, if negative peer pressure is driving the discontinuity, we expect rookies who

are farther away from the norm to adjust behaviors more to converge to the norm. We

proxy the norm of performance a rookie faces using the leave-one-out average monthly life

insurance commission in the rookie’s team excluding herself. The rookie’s baseline devia-

tion from the norm is then the rookie’s average monthly life insurance commission less her

leave-one-out team average in the baseline quarter. We split the main RD sample using

the 75, 50, and 25 percentile of the deviation distribution, and repeat regression (1) in each

subsample. Table A8 indicates that the performance discontinuity at the award threshold

is more than twice as large in the subsamples with larger deviation than in the ones with

smaller deviation, regardless of the choice of the deviation used to split sample.

Secondly, past papers have indicated that peer pressure increases as the social connection

among peers becomes stronger ( Blader et al., 2016; Ashraf, 2017). We thus expect barely

winners who are more socially connected to their teammates to reduce their performance

more. We proxy the degree of social connection by the average distance between a rookie’s

home zip code and her teammates’. Table A9 shows that the subsequent performance dis-

continuity at the award threshold among rookies who live closer to their teammates (distance

≤ median distance 5mi) is triple the size of that among rookies who live farther away (dis-

tance > 5mi), and the difference is statistically significant at the conventional level. Besides

21We do not tabulate the results from sample splits using rank cutoff at fifth or below, because the number
of winners in the low-rank samples becomes too small and that the partition between high and low rank is
less meaningful given the small average team size.

22We only tabulate the validity checks in subsamples split at rank fourth, because the this split is the most
balanced in terms of number of winners and total observations. Validity checks using other rank cutoffs are
available upon request.
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supporting the negative peer pressure as a mechanism, this finding also speaks against an

alternative explanation—losers work harder and winners do not change effort while both

experience a worsening environment. This is because the motivation effects from losing are

not likely to be correlated with the degree of social connection among teammates.

Thirdly, a large literature indicates that males and females respond differently to peer

pressure (Bellemare et al. 2010). The RD point estimate is indeed large and significant

among female rookies, while not the case among male rookies. But we lack power to conclude

that the former is statistically larger than the latter. Results are available upon request.

One final point to make is that barely winners’ performance decreases can still be consis-

tent with explanations other than negative peer pressure. For example, winners may slack

due to decreased monitor from their managers after the award designation. Alternatively,

winners may slack because they rest on their laurels (Neckermann et al., 2014). Owing to

the limitation of our data and the lack of a tailored experimental design, we are not able to

rule out these alternative explanations.

4.5. Performance Dynamics

So far, we have shown that barely winners earn significantly less life insurance commission

than barely losers in the quarter after the award designation. We now explore how this gap

evolves over time.

We first examine how the gap changes each month in the quarter after the award desig-

nation. Table A10 reports RD estimates using the cumulative life insurance commission by

month in the quarter following the award designation as outcomes. In the first month after

the award designation, barely winners’ life insurance commission is 965 CNY lower than

that of barely losers (column (1)), which amounts to over 55 percent of the total difference

between the two groups in the whole quarter. The gap in performance continues to grow

later in the quarter but at a lower rate (columns (2)-(3)). The results suggest that barely

winners respond to the award designation fairly quickly, and that the intensity of response

decreases over time.

We also study the performance dynamics in a longer period after the award designation.

Table A11 reports the difference in quarterly life insurance commission between barely win-
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ners and barely losers from their first quarter in the company (t) to the fourth quarter after

the award designation (t+4). The gap in performance is no longer significant after quarter

t+2, though it remains negative throughout. One caveat for this dynamic pattern is that

salespeople’s endogenous drop out can bias the results in an unknown direction. We are thus

reluctant to over-interpret these results, even though the regression results using the sample

with always-stayer rookies are quantitatively similar to the above.

5. SPILLOVER EFFECTS ON PEERS

In this section, we examine the spillover effects of the award designation on other workers

and explore the heterogeneity in the spillovers effects.

To establish causality, we need to ensure that the teammate assignment is uncorrelated

with the award designation. Recall that teammates are determined in the rookie’s first

quarter in the company, which is before the corresponding award designation. As long as

the award designation is quasi-randomly assigned around the award threshold, whether the

teammates of a rookie end up on the winning or on the losing side of the threshold will also

be quasi-randomly assigned. To test this identifying assumption, we conduct balance tests

by using the baseline characteristics of participants’ teammates as outcomes. In Figure A3,

panels A through F, we plot teammate’s various characteristics on the y-axis and the running

variables of their corresponding participants on the x-axis. Teammates’ characteristics, such

as age, gender, education, urban status, job level, and firm tenure in the participants’ first

quarter in the company, all change smoothly across the award threshold. We also plot

teammates’ performance in the participant’s first quarter as placebo tests (Figure A4). No

significant difference exists in life insurance commission, other insurance commission, total

income, or the number of new referrals between teammates of winning participants and losing

participants. The key takeaway from the above is that teammates of winning participants

are very similar to those of the losing ones before the award designation.

[Insert Figure 5 here]

We now move on to discuss the spillover effects of the award designation on partici-

pants’ non-rookie teammates. Figure 5 plots the life insurance commission of participants’
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teammates in the quarter after the award designation on the y-axis and the corresponding

participants’ running variables on the x-axis. No significant discontinuity exists at the award

threshold. Table 9 formalizes the RD graphs and shows that the coefficients on Win dummy

are small and insignificant. We also find no significant difference in other performance, such

as short-term insurance commission, the number of referral, and total income (Table A12).

Overall, teammates of barely winning participants do not seem to perform differently from

those of barely losing participants in the quarter after the award designation.

[Insert Table 9 here]

Next, we explore the heterogeneity in the spillover effects. Lewis et al. (2012) and Gioia

(2017) suggest that the sense of belonging to a social group may affect the degree of peer

effects. Since both participants and junior teammates are relatively new to a team, junior

teammates are more likely than senior teammates to view participants as their reference

group. If this is true, junior teammates may react more to the participants’ success (failure)

than senior teammates in the same team. In addition, frequent interaction can increase the

sense of belonging to a social group. Since low-level managers organize team meetings more

frequently than high-level ones, teammates led by low-level managers may react more to the

participants’ success (failure) than those led by high-level ones.

[Insert Figure 6 here]

We thus split the peer sample into two subsamples: one consisting of salespeople with

tenure lower than eight quarters and directed by low-level managers, and the other one the

remaining salespeople. Figure 6 and Table 10 present the RD results in each subsample. We

find that junior salespeople directed by low-level managers in teams with a barely winning

participants earn 450 CNY significantly more in the quarter after the award designation than

their counterparts in teams with a barely losing participants (panel A column (1)). And such

discontinuity does not exist before the award designation as shown in Figure A5. In contrast,

senior salespeople or those directed by high-level managers do not perform differently when

they have winning versus losing participants in teams (panel A column (2)).
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In Table 10, we also report regression results in subsamples split by salespeople’s tenure

(panel B) and by manager’ level (panel C) respectively. The point estimates in “tenure8Q”

group and those in “low-level manager” group are both positive, though statistically insignif-

icant at the conventional level. In sum, peer effects do exist, but they require a specific

environment to occur.

[Insert Table 10 here]

6. CONCLUSION

This paper studies the effects of a non-pecuniary symbolic award using an RD design.

The main finding is that barely winners decrease their performance and do worse than

barely losers in the quarter after the award designation. Our findings support the notion

that negative peer pressure triggered by the award designation is a mechanism for winners’

performance decreases.

We also study the spillover effects of the award designation on other workers. Overall,

barely winners’ and barely losers’ non-rookie teammates do not perform differently after

the award. However, barely winners’ junior teammates in teams led by low-level managers

do perform better than barely losers’ junior teammates in similar teams. In other words,

spillover effects exist only among teammates who are more sensitive to participants’ success

or failure, e.g., those who perceive the participants as their reference group, but not among

other teammates.

Although the form of the symbolic award is specific to this setting, the essence of the

results is of general interest. Our findings shed light on a potential mechanism through

which symbolic awards lead to unintended costs, which is useful for economic theory and

practical application in organizations. Our findings also demonstrate that the negative effects

of symbolic awards are costly to workers and organizations. For one thing, top performers

who could have generated more revenue are exactly the ones subject to the highest pressure

and reduce their performance. For another, these top performers do not seem to recover or

outperform other workers in later periods

We cannot evaluate the ex-ante incentive effects of the symbolic award, as the data at
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hand only cover periods when the award is in effect. But the negative ex-post effects of the

symbolic award identified here are nonetheless important given its unintended costs.

In sum, our findings should urge firms to pay attention to the micro-environment and the

firm culture when implementing symbolic awards, so as to prevent the awards from backfiring

on top workers.
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Figure 1: Life Insurance Commission in Baseline Quarter t
Notes: Each observation is the average life insurance commission in a rookie’s first quarter in the company
among rookies (main RD sample) in a 0.09 bin based on their standardized first quarter life insurance
commission. Dashed vertical line denotes the 10th standardized first quarter life insurance commission in
each quarter (normalized to 0). The solid lines are estimated using a linear regression based on individual-
level data using triangular weights. The dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval based on the
heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors.
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Figure 2: Main Result - Life Insurance Commission in Quarter t+1
Notes: Each observation is the average life insurance commission in the quarter after an award designation
among rookies (main RD sample) in a 0.09 bin based on their standardized first quarter life insurance
commission. Dashed vertical line denotes the 10th standardized first quarter life insurance commission in
the previous quarter (normalized to 0). The solid lines are estimated using a linear regression based on
individual-level data using triangular weights. The dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval based
on the heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors.
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A: Level changes

B: Percentage changes

Figure 3: RD Interpretation - Change in Life Insurance Commission
from Quarter t to t+1

Notes: Each observation is the average level change (panel A) or percentage change (panel B) in life insurance
commission from the first to the second quarter of rookies (main RD sample) in a 0.09 bin based on their
standardized first quarter life insurance commission. Dashed vertical lines denote the 10th standardized first
quarter life insurance commission in the previous quarter (normalized to 0). The solid lines are estimated
using a linear regression based on individual-level data using triangular weights. The dashed lines denote
the 95% confidence interval based on the heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors.
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A: Rank=1-3

B: Rank=4+

Figure 4: Negative Peer Pressure - Impact of Award by within-Team Rank in Quarter t
Notes: Each observation is the average life insurance commission in the quarter following an award designa-
tion of rookies (main RD sample) who rank 1st to 3rd (panel A) and 4th and worse (panel B) within a team
in their first quarter in a 0.09 bin based on their standardized first quarter life insurance commission. Dashed
vertical lines denote the 10th standardized first quarter life insurance commission in each quarter (normalized
to 0). The solid lines are estimated using a linear regression based on individual-level data using triangu-
lar weights.The dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval based on the heteroscedasticity-consistent
standard errors.
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Figure 5: Spillover Effects - Teammates’ Life Insurance Commission in Quarter t+1
Notes: Each observation is the average life insurance commission in the quarter following an award designa-
tion of participants’ non-rookie teammates in a 0.09 bin based on participants′ standardized first quarter life
insurance. Dashed vertical line denotes the 10th standardized first quarter life insurance commission in each
quarter (normalized to 0). The solid lines are estimated using a linear regression based on individual-level
data using triangular weights.The dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval based on the standard
errors clustered by team.
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A: Tenure<= 8 & Low-level managers

B: The rest sample

Figure 6: Spillover Effects - Impact of Award by Teammates’ Tenure and Managers’ Level
Notes: Each observation is the average life insurance commission in the quarter following an award designa-
tion of participants’ non-rookie teammates whose tenure is less than eight quarters and whose managers are
level 6 managers and the rest (panel B) in a 0.09 bin based on participants′ standardized first quarter life
insurance. Dashed vertical lines denote the 10th standardized first quarter life insurance commission in each
quarter (normalized to 0). The solid lines are estimated using a linear regression based on individual-level
data using triangular weights.The dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval based on the standard
errors clustered by team.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Panel A: Main RD Sample
Life insurance commission (t+1) 1,837 2.11 3.38 0.00 14.88
Other insurance commission (t+1) 1,837 0.27 0.46 0.00 2.52
Number of referrals (t+1) 1,837 0.19 0.65 0.00 6.00
Income (t+1) 1,837 4.07 4.60 0.00 20.20
Exit (t+1) 1,837 0.05 0.21 0.00 1.00
Life insurance commission (t) 1,837 2.47 2.37 0.00 8.91
Other insurance commission (t) 1,837 0.20 0.30 0.00 1.85
Number of referrals (t) 1,837 0.07 0.36 0.00 6.00
Income (t) 1,837 3.87 3.1 0.00 12.06
Male 1,837 0.33 0.47 0.00 1.00
Age 1,837 34.72 7.91 18.00 54.00
Education 1,837 13.78 1.40 9.00 19.00
Urban 1,837 0.49 0.50 0.00 1.00
Duration (t) 1,837 47.84 27.67 1.00 92.00

Panel B: Peer Sample
Life insurance commission (t+1) 18,076 1.43 4.03 0.00 36.91
Other insurance commission (t+1) 18,076 0.32 0.61 0.00 4.47
Number of referrals (t+1) 18,076 0.08 0.41 0.00 14.00
Income (t+1) 18,076 2.90 5.88 0.00 59.93
Exit (t+1) 18,076 0.10 0.31 0.00 1.00
Life insurance commission (t) 18,076 1.40 3.59 0.00 33.95
Other insurance commission (t) 18,076 0.32 0.55 0.00 3.19
Number of referrals (t) 18,076 0.10 0.64 0.00 46.00
Income (t) 18,076 2.81 4.35 0.00 25.49
Male 18,076 0.34 0.47 0.00 1.00
Age 18,076 38.92 9.68 18.00 73.00
Education 18,076 13.80 1.57 9.00 21.00
Urban 18,076 0.49 0.50 0.00 1.00
Job level (t) 18,076 1.94 0.80 1.00 5.00
Tenure (t) 18,076 15.26 17.89 1.00 80.00

Notes: The main RD sample is defined as the rookies whose standardized first quarter life
insurance commission is within 2.75 to the award threshold each quarter. Peer sample is
defined as the non-rookie teammates of the rookies in the main RD sample. Observation is
at the salesperson × quarter level. “t” and “t+1” in parentheses represent the quarter when
the variable is measured: t is a rookie’s first quarter in the company, and t + 1 is the next
quarter, namely the quarter following an award designation. All monetary variables are in
the unit of 1,000 CNY and are winsorized at 1% level in the full sample without bandwidth
restriction. Number of referrals is the number of new recruits referred by a salesperson. Exit
is an indicator of leaving the company in a certain quarter. Male is an indicator of being
male. Age is the age in years. Education is the total number of years in education. Urban is
an indicator of selling insurance mainly in the urban areas. Duration is the number of days
worked in a certain quarter. Job level ranges from 1 for the lowest level salesperson to 8 for
the highest level manager.
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Table 2: Validity of RD - Baseline Characteristics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES Male Age Education Urban Duration(t) Exit(t+1)

Win 0.103 -1.745 -0.282 -0.038 -0.774 0.003
(0.088) (1.311) (0.218) (0.088) (3.700) (0.011)

Observations 1,837 1,837 1,837 1,837 1,837 1,837
R-squared 0.026 0.066 0.132 0.029 0.155 0.353
Top 20 baseline mean 0.349 36.572 13.937 0.532 45.665 0.007
Year×Quarter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bandwidth 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75

Notes: All coefficients are estimated using a linear RD model and triangular weights using rookies whose
standardized life insurance commission is within 2.75 to the award threshold in each quarter. Variable
definitions are described in the notes to Table 1. Top 20 baseline mean refers the mean of outcome
variables among the top 20 rookies in their first quarter in the company. Heteroscedasticity-consistent
standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Table 3: Main Result - Life Insurance Commission in Quarter t+1

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Life insurance Life insurance Life insurance

Win -1.857*** -1.803*** -1.720***
(0.696) (0.646) (0.655)

Observations 1,837 1,837 1,837
R-squared 0.078 0.214 0.229
Top 20 baseline mean 6.209 6.209 6.209
Year*Quarter FE No Yes Yes
Demographic controls No No Yes
Bandwidth 2.75 2.75 2.75

Notes: The dependent variable is the life insurance commission earned in the quarter following an
award designation (measured in 1,000 CNY). All coefficients are estimated using a linear RD model
and triangular weights using rookies whose standardized life insurance commission is within 2.75 to
the award threshold in each quarter. Column (1) has no control variables, column (2) includes year-
by-quarter fixed effects, and column (3) further controls for gender, age, age squared, education, and
urban status, which are all described in the notes to Table 1. Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard
errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table 4: Learning Mechanism - Impact of Award
by Whether Rookies Have Past Winners as Teammates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1-2Q before 1-3Q before 1-4Q before

VARIABLES Yes No Yes No Yes No

Win -1.983 -1.843** -2.038 -1.801** -1.589 -1.840**
(1.325) (0.718) (1.389) (0.721) (1.446) (0.730)

Observations 126 1,711 155 1,682 169 1,668
R-squared 0.381 0.232 0.348 0.228 0.293 0.230
No. of winners 15 100 16 99 16 99
Top 20 baseline mean 6.423 6.184 6.589 6.161 6.572 6.158

Notes: This table splits our main RD sample by whether a rookie is with or without past “Best
Rookie” award winners as teammates in her first quarter in the company (quarter t). Past win-
ners are defined as award winners in 1-2 quarters (“1-2Q before”), 1-3 quarters (“1-3Q before”),
and 1-4 quarters before quarter t (“1-4Q before”). The dependent variable is the life insurance
commission in the quarter following an award designation. “No. of winners” refers to the num-
ber of award winners in each subsample. Specifications mirror the one in Table 3 column (3).
Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Table 5: Signaling Mechanism - Cumulative Exit Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
VARIABLES t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6 Tenure

Win 0.003 0.005 0.032 0.018 0.033 0.053 -0.192
(0.011) (0.010) (0.043) (0.051) (0.065) (0.071) (0.483)

Observations 1,837 1,837 1,837 1,837 1,837 1,837 1,837
R-squared 0.353 0.383 0.346 0.323 0.358 0.350 0.313
Top 20 baseline mean 0.007 0.059 0.160 0.268 0.383 0.472 7.230

Notes: The dependent variables are indicators of a rookie leaving the company already by the 1st,
2nd, . . . , and 6th quarter after an award designation in column (1), (2), . . . , and (6), respectively.
Tenure is the total length of stay in the company before a rookie leaves the company or before our
sample period ends (measured in quarters). Specifications mirror the one in Table 3 column (3).
Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table 6: Effort Reallocation Mechanism - Other Performance in Quarter t+1

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Other insurance Referral Income

Win -0.091 -0.138 -2.032**
(0.061) (0.128) (0.854)

Observations 1,837 1,837 1,837
R-squared 0.076 0.144 0.176
Top 20 baseline mean 0.405 0.491 6.693

Notes: The dependent variables in columns (1)-(3) are other insurance commission, the number of
new referrals, and income in the quarter following an award designation, respectively. Monetary values
are measured in 1,000 CNY. Specifications mirror the one in Table 3 column (3). Heteroscedasticity-
consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Table 7: Effort Reallocation Mechanism - Future Performance

(1) (2)
VARIABLES Highest job level Ever being a manager

Win -0.391* -0.026
(0.216) (0.063)

Observations 1,837 1,837
R-squared 0.148 0.070
Top 20 baseline mean 3.424 0.149

Notes: The dependent variables in columns (1) and (2) are the highest job level reached before a
rookie leaves the company or before our sample period ends and the probability of a rookie ever
being promoted to manager (i.e., level 6-8), respectively. Specifications mirror the one in Table 3
column (3). Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1,
∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table 8: Negative Peer Pressure - Impact of Award by within-team Rank in Quarter t

(1) (2) (3)
Panel A

VARIABLES Rank=4+ Rank=1-3 Prob.>chi2
Win -2.970*** -0.359 0.027

(0.866) (0.828)

Observations 1,140 697
R-squared 0.214 0.283
No. of winners 30 85
Top 20 baseline mean 5.583 6.579

Panel B
VARIABLES Rank=3+ Rank=1-2 Prob.>chi2
Win -2.486*** 0.357 0.022

(0.742) (1.022)

Observations 1,333 504
R-squared 0.244 0.284
No. of winners 44 71
Top 20 baseline mean 5.683 6.722

Panel C
VARIABLES Rank=2+ Rank=1 Prob.>chi2
Win -2.124*** 0.144 0.119

(0.808) (1.275)

Observations 1,595 242
R-squared 0.234 0.260
No. of winners 64 51
Top 20 baseline mean 5.953 6.752

Notes: This table splits the main RD sample by a rookie’s rank of average monthly life insurance
commission among her teammates’ in the quarter before an award designation. Panels A-C split
the sample at within-team rank 4th, 3rd, and 2nd, respectively. The dependent variable is the
life insurance commission in the quarter following the award designation. “No. of winners” refers
to the number of award winners in each subsample. Specifications in columns (1) and (2) mirror
the one in Table 3 column (3). Column (3) reports the p-value for Chow test on null hypothesis
that the coefficients in columns (1) and (2) are statistically indistinguishable. Heteroscedasticity-
consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table 9: Spillover Effects - Teammates’ Life Insurance Commission in Quarter t+1

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Life insurance Life insurance Life insurance

Win -0.057 -0.022 -0.028
(0.261) (0.243) (0.209)

Observations 18,076 18,076 18,076
R-squared 0.000 0.014 0.206
Baseline mean 1.581 1.581 1.581
Year*Quarter FE No Yes Yes
Demographic controls No No Yes
Bandwidth 2.75 2.75 2.75

Notes: The dependent variable is the life insurance commission in the quarter following an award
designation. All coefficients are estimated using a linear RD model and triangular weights using the
non-rookie teammates of the participants in the main RD sample. Column (1) has no control variables,
column (2) includes year-by-quarter fixed effects, and column (3) further controls for gender, age, age
squared, education, job level, and urban status, which are all described in the notes to Table 1. Baseline
mean refers to the outcome mean of non-rookie teammates of the top 20 participants in each quarter.
Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p <
0.01.
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Table 10: Spillover Effects - Impact of Award by Teammates’ Tenure and Managers’ Level

(1) (2)
Panel A

By tenure Tenure<=8Q Tenure>8Q
& manager level & Low-level manager & High-level manager
Win 0.438* -0.228

(0.231) (0.268)

Observations 6,078 11,998
R-squared 0.059 0.233
Baseline mean 1.220 1.744

Panel B
By tenure only Tenure<=8Q Tenure>8Q
Win 0.200 -0.288

(0.214) (0.325)

Observations 9,940 8,136
R-squared 0.051 0.285
Top 20 baseline mean (peer) 1.192 2.132

Panel C
By manager level only Low-level manager High-level manager
Win 0.165 -0.125

(0.279) (0.292)

Observations 9,185 8,891
R-squared 0.200 0.213
Baseline mean 1.438 1.692

Notes: This table splits the peer sample by non-rookie teammates’ tenure and their manager’s job
level. Tenure is the number of quarters that a teammate has stayed in the company, and low(high)-
level managers refer to level 6 (7-8) managers. The dependent variable is the life insurance commission
in the quarter following an award designation. Baseline mean refers to the outcome mean of non-
rookie teammates of the top 20 participants in each quarter. Specifications mirror the one in Table
9 column (3). Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1,
∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Appendix A. A Simple Theoretical Framework

We now develop a simple theoretical framework to rationalize why the peer pressure from

winning the award may cause barely winners to reduce their performance relative to barely

losers, and how peer pressure from other sources matters for the impact of the one from the

award designation.

In the model, there is a continuum of salespeople. Salespeople derive utility from in-

surance commission, while they incur (opportunity) costs from the effort exerted in selling

insurance. We introduce peer pressure associated with relative ranking (company-wide award

and within-team ranking) into salespeople’ utility function. This part of the utility function

relates to how a salesperson responds to her perception of others’ perception of her. To keep

the theoretical framework simple, we only consider two periods, t ∈ {0, 1}. In t = 0, no

information on relative ranking is revealed. Effort and performance are private information.

In t = 1, relative ranking based on the performance in t = 0 is revealed to the salespeople.

Award winners are announced to the whole company, while the within-team rank is revealed

to the salespeople within each team.

To be concrete, salesperson i in period t chooses effort eit to maximize her utility Uit(·),

given by:

Uit(·) = B(ẽit)− C(eit, ai) +Ot(ri,t−1, wini,t−1){E(eit)− S(eit)} (3)

B(ẽit), C(eit, ai), E(eit), and S(eit) are continuously differentiable at least twice. B(ẽit)

is the utility from insurance commission earned via effective effort ẽit in selling insurance.

Effective effort ẽit = eit + εit, where eit is the effort directly exerted by salesperson i and

εit is a productivity shock determined by nature after salesperson i has picked her eit. The

shock can be understood as the uncertainty on the client’s end – a salesperson can never

be sure that a client will definitely purchase the insurance, no matter how much effort the

salesperson puts in. εit is i.i.d and εit ∼ g(ε), where g(ε) is the PDF for ε ∈ (−∞,∞) and

E(εit) = 0. B(·) follows standard concavity assumption, namely B′(·) > 0 and B′′(·) ≤ 0.

C(eit, ai) is the cost of exerting effort eit and is dependent on salesperson i’s ability

ai ∈ (0, ā], which is private information to salesperson i. The cost of effort is convex, namely

C1(·) > 0 and C11(·) > 0. If zero effort is exerted, the marginal cost will be zero, i.e.,
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C1(0) = 0. In addition, the higher ai, the lower the marginal cost per unit of effort exerted,

i.e., C12(·) < 0 for eit > 0.

Ot(ri,t−1, wini,t−1){E(eit)−S(eit)} governs how the peer pressure associated with relative

ranking affects a salesperson’s utility. There are two rankings. The first one is the company-

wide “Best Rookie” award among the newly recruits. We simplify salesperson i’s award

status to be wini,t−1 = 1 if she won the award in the last period, and 0 if she lost in the last

period.23 The second ranking is the within-team rank ri,t−1, which is a percentile ranking

bounded by 0 and 1 — the closer ri,t−1 is to one, the better the within-team rank is.24

There are two types of peer pressure a salesperson may face. The first is the pressure

to be a “good worker”. Being perceived as a “good worker”, namely having higher ri,t−1

or wini,t−1 = 1, can induce more company resources (e.g., manager’s help and training

opportunities) to flow to that salesperson, which increases her marginal productivity. E(eit)

determines how being perceived as “good worker” helps a salesperson in production. E(·)

follows standard concavity assumption, namely E
′
(·) > 0 and E

′′
(·) ≤ 0. The second is

the pressure to be a “good person”. Company resources are limited — more resources to

one salesperson necessarily means lower resources to another. Additionally, being next to

an outperforming salesperson may induce psychological cost like shame among others (Fehr

and Schmidt, 1999; Card et al., 2012). Therefore, having higher ri,t−1 or wini,t−1 = 1

can also impose negative externality on one’s peers, and thus leads to peer sabotage or

the fear of being sabotaged, which can reduce a salesperson’s marginal productivity. S(eit)

determines how being perceived as a “bad person” hurts a salesperson in production. S(·)

follows standard convexity assumption, i.e., S ′(·) > 0 and S ′′(·) ≥ 0.

Ot(ri,t−1, winr,t−1) represents the probability that the benefits of being a “good worker”

and the costs of being a “bad person” will actually materialize in period t. Ot(·) is bounded

by 0 and 1. It can also be understood as the performance observability of a salesperson

23Essentially wini,t−1 is a function of her effective effort ẽi,t−1 and the effective effort of all other newly
recruits ẽ−i,t−1. If the salesperson i’s rank is above certain threshold in last period, then wini,t−1 = 1.

24rit = r(ẽit, ẽ−i(Ji)t), where ẽ−i(Ji)t is a vector of effective efforts exerted by all salespeople in the same
team as salesperson i (Ji), except i herself. Within-team rank is assumed to increase in one’s own effective
effort and decrease in others’ effective effort, with no interaction between the two, i.e., r1(·) > 0, r2(·) < 0,
and r12(·) = 0. Since the participating salespeople in within-team rank and those in the “Best Rookie” award
are generally not the same, rit and winit do not follow any fixed mapping from one to the other.
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in period t. The higher the performance observability of a salesperson is, the more likely

the company will notice her out-performance and invest resources in her. At the same

time, the higher the performance observability is, the more likely the salesperson’s peers

will experience the negative externality from her out-performance and thus sabotage her.

Both higher within-team rank and winning the “Best Rookie” award in period t − 1 can

increase a salesperson’s performance observability in period t. However, since the “Best

Rookie” award is a company-wide award while within-team rank is just in a team, winning

“Best Rookie” award should play a much more important role in increasing performance

observability. Therefore, we assume that, wini,t−1 = 1 will create the highest performance

observability, regardless of ri,t−1. If wini,t−1 = 0, the level of exposure increases in ri,t−1. We

thus rewrite Ot(ri,t−1, wini,t−1) as:

Õt(1), if wini,t−1 = 1.

Õt(ri,t−1), if wini,t−1 = 0.

(4)

where Õ′t(ri,t−1) > 0 and Õt(1) ≥ Õt(ri,t−1) as long as ri,t−1 exists. We also assume that

being the best salesperson in a team has approximately the same effect on a salesperson’s

performance observability as if she had won the award. Namely, limri,t−1→1 Õt(ri,t−1) = Õt(1).

Observation 1. Given the optimal effort level in t = 0, if the increases in marginal cost

from being taken as a “bad person” is higher than the increases in marginal benefit from

being taken as a “good worker”, we expect the optimal effort level in t = 1 to be lower when

the salesperson won the award than when she lost it. The proof is in Appendix B.

Intuitively, salespeople would decrease their effort in t = 1 if the costs of teammate

sabotage on marginal productivity outweigh the benefits of increased company resources

on marginal productivity from being out-standing salespeople. In our setting, the help

from experienced teammates is critical for rookies to quickly strike a deal. It is possible

that losing help from teammates incurs costs on rookies which cannot be overcome by the

increases in other company resources. This observation seems to correspond to the findings

that barely winners on average perform worse than barely losers in the quarter after the

award designation.
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Observation 2. Under the same assumptions in “observation 1”, the difference in the

optimal effort level in t = 1 when a salesperson won the award and when she lost it is larger

if her within-team rank is lower in t = 0. The proof is in Appendix B.

In our setting, there are on average 15 salespeople per team, while there are over 4,000

salespeople employed in the whole company in each quarter. Together with the fact that

learning from teammates is indispensable in improving one’s skills in selling insurance espe-

cially in the early stage of career, it is not hard to see why the impact of teammates’ reaction

to salesperson i’s change in within-team rank on marginal costs is larger than the impact of

the company’s reaction to the same rank change on marginal benefits.25 This observation

seems to match the findings that the discontinuity in insurance commission after the award

designation mainly exists among salespeople who rank low within their team in the first

quarter, not among those who rank high.

Appendix B. Proof of Theoretical Observations in Appendix A

In t=0, there is no within-team rank or award designation, and effort and performance are

private information, so Ot(·) = 0. The maximization salesperson i tries to solve is essentially∫
B(ẽit)g(ε)dε−C(eit, ai).26 Using Leibneiz rule and since ∂ẽit

∂eit
= 1, we get the following first

order condition:

∫
B
′
(ẽit)g(ε)dε− C1(eit, ai) = 0 (5)

and suppose e∗i0(ai) is found as the solution, namely:

∫
B
′
(e∗i0(ai) + ε)g(ε)dε− C1(e

∗
i0(ai), ai) = 0 (6)

In t=1, both the winners of “Best Rookie” and the within-team rank are revealed. If

salesperson i turns out to be a winner and keeps her effort at e∗i0(ai), her net marginal utility

evaluated at e∗i0(ai) in t=1 becomes:

25This is equivalent to say: ∂Ot(ri,t−1){E(eit)−S(eit)}
∂eit∂ri,t−1

= O
′

t(ri,t−1){E
′
(eit) − S

′
(eit)} ≤ 0 as long as ri,t−1

exists and wini,t−1 6= 1.
26Note that, we ignore the subscript for ε in the integral, because all εit follows the same distribution.
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∫
B
′
(e∗i0(ai) + ε)g(ε)dε− C1(e

∗
i0(ai), ai) + Õt(1){Ẽ ′(e∗i0(ai))− S̃

′
(e∗i0(ai))} (7)

The difference between equation (4) and (5) is ∆i(win) = Õt(1){Ẽ ′(e∗i0(ai)) − S̃
′
(e∗i0(ai))}.

Following the same logic, if salesperson i turns out to be a loser and keeps her effort level at

e∗i0(ai) in t = 1, her net marginal utility will be ∆i(lose) = Õt(ri,t−1){Ẽ
′
(e∗i0(ai))−S̃

′
(e∗i0(ai))}

away from zero. Since Õt(·) is bounded by 0 and 1, the sign of ∆i is determined by Ẽ ′(·)−

S̃
′
(·).

Observation 1. If ∆i < 0, i.e., the marginal costs outweigh the marginal benefits at

effort level e∗i0(ai) in t = 1. Under the assumption on interior solution E[B
′′
(·)] < C11(·) used

in t = 0, the difference between the marginal benefits and the marginal costs diminishes as

effort goes down. Therefore, we expect the salesperson to decrease her effort level from e∗i0(ai)

when ∆i < 0. In other words, if we think the increase in the marginal costs from being taken

as a low social type (Õt(·)S̃
′
(e∗i0(ai))) is higher than the increase in the marginal benefits

from being taken as a high economic type (Õt(·)Ẽ
′
(e∗i0(ai))), then we expect salespeople to

decrease their effort level in t=1. This could happen in an environment where the costs

incurred by teammate sabotage on marginal productivity outweigh the benefits of increased

firm resources on marginal productivity from being out-standing workers.

Since Õt(ri0) is bounded by 0 and Õt(1), and ∆i < 0 in t = 1, then ∆i(win) ≤ ∆i(lose)

for salesperson i in t = 1. Therefore, the decrease in effort in t = 1 will be larger when a

salesperson happened to win the award in t = 0 than when she did not. This observation

seems to corresponds to our empirical findings that barely winners perform worse than barely

losers in the quarter after the award designation.

Observation 2. Under the above assumptions and Õ′t(ri,t−1) > 0, we know

∂Ot(ri,t−1){E(eit)− S(eit)}
∂eit∂ri,t−1

= O
′

t(ri,t−1){E
′
(eit)− S

′
(eit)} ≤ 0 (8)

as long as ri,t−1 exists and wini,t−1 6= 1. Holding e∗i0(ai) fixed, the magnitude of the decrease

in effort from t = 0 to t = 1 will be smaller as within-team rank ri,0 decreases from 1 to 0.

Since the optimal effort exerted in t = 1 when i won the award does not depend on ri0, the

gap in the optimal effort exerted in t = 1 when she won the award and that when she lost
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the award widens as ri0 decreases. This observation seems to match our empirical findings

that the discontinuity in insurance commission after the award designation mainly exists

among salespeople who ranked low within their team in the first quarter, not among those

who ranked top to begin with.
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Appendix C. Additional Figures & Tables

A: Rank=1-3

B: Rank=4+

Figure A1: Negative Peer Pressure - Placebo Test
Notes: Each observation is the average first quarter life insurance commission of rookies (main RD sample)
who rank 1st to 3rd (panel A) and 4th and worse (panel B) within a team in their first quarter in a 0.09 bin
based on their standardized first quarter life insurance commission. Dashed vertical lines denote the 10th
rank standardized first quarter life insurance commission in each quarter (normalized to 0). The solid lines
are estimated using a linear regression based on individual-level data using triangular weights. The dashed
lines denote the 95% confidence interval based on the heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors.
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Figure A2: Distribution of Running Variable by within-Team Rank in Quarter t
Notes: This figure plots the distribution of standardized first quarter life insurance commission (the award
threshold is normalized to 0) among rookies in the main RD sample by their within-team rank in quarter t.
The observations are grouped into 30 bins (bin width=0.18). The height of the yellow segment represents
the number of observations whose within-team rank is ≤ 3 and the height of the blue segment represents
the number of observations whose within-team rank is ≥ 4.
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Figure A3: Spillover Effects - Validity of RD: Teammates’ Characteristics in Quarter t
Notes: Each observation is the average characteristics of participants’ non-rookie teammates in a 0.09 bin
based on participants′ standardized first quarter life insurance. Variables are described in the notes to Table
1. Dashed vertical lines denote the 10th standardized first quarter life insurance commission in each quarter
(normalized to 0). The solid lines are estimated using a linear regression based on individual-level data using
triangular weights. The dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval based on the heteroscedasticity-
consistent standard errors.
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Figure A4: Spillover Effects - Placebo Test: Teammates’ Performance in Quarter t
Notes: Each observation is the average first quarter performance of participants’ non-rookie teammates in a
0.09 bin based on participants′ standardized first quarter life insurance. Variables are described in the notes
to Table 1. Dashed vertical lines denote the 10th standardized first quarter life insurance commission in
each quarter (normalized to 0). The solid lines are estimated using a linear regression based on individual-
level data using triangular weights. The dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval based on the
heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors.
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A: Tenure<= 8 & Low-level managers

B: The rest sample

Figure A5: Spillover Effects - Placebo Test: Teammates’ Life insurance Commission in
Quarter t by Teammates’ Tenure and Managers’ Level

Notes: Each observation is the average first quarter life insurance commission of participants’ non-rookie
teammates whose tenure is less than eight quarters and whose managers are level 6 (panel A) and the rest
(panel B) in a 0.09 bin based on participants′ standardized first quarter life insurance. Dashed vertical lines
denote the 10th standardized first quarter life insurance commission in each quarter (normalized to 0). The
solid lines are estimated using a linear regression based on individual-level data using triangular weights.The
dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval based on the standard errors clustered by team.
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Table A1: Distribution of Rank and Observations by Year×Quarter (Main RD Sample)

Year×Quarter Total obs. Best rank Worst rank

2013×Q1 268 3 120
2013×Q2 116 2 117
2013×Q3 117 2 118
2013×Q4 171 4 176
2014×Q1 235 3 166
2014×Q2 100 2 96
2014×Q3 57 2 58
2014×Q4 150 5 154
2015×Q1 304 5 309
2015×Q2 24 5 28
2015×Q3 82 3 84
2015×Q4 101 3 104
2016×Q1 29 2 31
2016×Q2 50 4 53
2016×Q3 33 6 38

Notes: This table presents the sample distribution for the main RD
sample. Total obs. is the total number of observations in a given year-
quarter. Best rank andWorst rank refer to the rank of the best rookie
and the worst rookie in the main RD sample each year and quarter. In
principle, Total obs. =Worst rank − Best rank +1. But this equation
does not hold when there are tied ranks. For instance, in 2013 × Q1
there are 153 tied-ranks in the rank 120th among rookies.
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Table A2: Summary Statistics - Full Sample

Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Panel A: Full Rookie Sample
Life insurance commission (t+1) 10,996 1.12 2.35 0.00 14.88
Other insurance commission (t+1) 10,996 0.15 0.30 0.00 1.85
Number of referrals (t+1) 10,996 0.11 0.58 0.00 28.00
Income (t+1) 10,996 2.48 3.66 0.00 20.20
Exit (t+1) 10,996 0.09 0.29 0.00 1.00
Life insurance commission (t) 10,996 1.03 1.51 0.00 9.01
Other insurance commission (t) 10,996 0.15 0.30 0.00 1.85
Number of referrals (t) 10,996 0.04 0.51 0.00 46.00
Income (t) 10,996 1.87 2.38 0.00 12.06
Male 10,996 0.36 0.48 0.00 1.00
Age 10,996 34.34 7.81 18.00 57.00
Education 10,996 14.26 1.29 9.00 21.00
Urban 10,996 0.48 0.50 0.00 1.00
Duration (t) 10,996 43.07 27.26 1.00 92.00

Panel B: Peer Sample
Life insurance commission (t+1) 51,924 1.20 3.65 0.00 34.18
Other insurance commission (t+1) 51,924 0.28 0.58 0.00 4.25
Number of referrals (t+1) 51,924 0.08 0.43 0.00 28.00
Income (t+1) 51,924 2.63 5.73 0.00 59.93
Exit (t+1) 51,924 0.11 0.31 0.00 1.00
Life insurance commission (t) 51,924 1.37 3.76 0.00 34.81
Other insurance commission (t) 51,924 0.29 0.55 0.00 3.26
Number of referrals (t) 51,924 0.10 0.55 0.00 46.00
Income (t) 51,924 2.69 4.42 0.00 26.07
Male 51,924 0.33 0.47 0.00 1.00
Age 51,924 38.47 9.58 18.00 75.00
Education 51,924 13.98 1.52 9.00 21.00
Urban 51,924 0.48 0.50 0.00 1.00
job level (t) 51,924 1.91 0.80 1.00 5.00
Tenure (t) 51,924 14.07 17.98 1.00 82.00

Notes: The full rookie sample is defined as all the rookies during our sample period. The peer
sample is defined as the non-rookie teammates of the participants in the full rookie sample.
Observation is at the salesperson × quarter level. All variables are described in the notes to
Table 1.
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Table A3: Robustness Check - Main Result under Different Inference Methods

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Life insurance Life insurance Life insurance

Win -1.857 -1.803 -1.720
-Heteroscedasticity-consistent (0.696)*** (0.646)*** (0.655)***
-Team clusters (0.688)*** (0.638)*** (0.649)***
-Year-quarter clusters (0.676)*** (0.650)*** (0.654)***
-Two-way clusters (team and year-quarter) (0.676)*** (0.650)*** (0.654)***

Observations 1,837 1,837 1,837
R-squared 0.078 0.214 0.229
Top 20 baseline mean 6.209 6.209 6.209

Notes: This table investigates the robustness of our inferences in the main results (Table 3 col-
umn (3)). The entries after row 1 present different levels of clustering for standard errors. As
our sample only has 15 year-quarters, we use the bootstrap method (1,000 times) to obtain robust
quarter-clustered standard errors (Cameron et al., 2008). The dependent variable is the life insurance
commission in quarter t+1. Specifications mirror the one reported in Table 3 column (3). ∗p < 0.1,
∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Table A4: Placebo Test - Performance in Quarter t

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES Life insurance Other insurance Referral Income

Win -0.079 -0.001 -0.061 -0.907
(0.148) (0.048) (0.063) (0.577)

Observations 1,837 1,837 1,837 1,837
R-squared 0.951 0.209 0.079 0.590
Top 20 baseline mean 6.209 0.405 0.491 6.693

Notes: The dependent variables in columns (1)-(4) are life insurance commission, other insurance
commission, the number of referrals, and the total income in the first quarter of the rookies, respec-
tively. Monetary values are measured in 1,000 CNY. Specifications mirror the one in Table 3 column
(3). Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table A5: Robustness Check - Main Result under Alternative Bandwidths

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Win -2.058*** -2.022*** -1.938*** -1.720*** -1.609** -1.544** -1.495**
(0.796) (0.740) (0.691) (0.655) (0.630) (0.610) (0.590)

Observations 671 918 1,383 1,837 2,507 3,169 3,755
R-squared 0.242 0.236 0.234 0.229 0.225 0.220 0.211
Top 20 baseline mean 6.039 6.103 6.158 6.209 6.219 6.255 6.283
Bandwidth 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5

Notes: The dependent variables in columns (1)-(7) is the life insurance commission in the quarter following
an award designation. Specifications mirror the one reported in Table 3 column (3). Columns (1)-(7) show
the estimates with the bandwidth from 2 to 3.5. Note that column (4) is the same as column (3) in Table 3.
Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Table A6: Robustness Check - Main Result Estimated with Local Quadratic

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Win -1.825 -1.819* -1.909* -2.100** -2.006** -1.889** -1.793**
(1.146) (1.051) (0.974) (0.922) (0.880) (0.839) (0.809)

Observations 671 918 1,383 1,837 2,507 3,169 3,755
R-squared 0.243 0.236 0.233 0.229 0.225 0.221 0.211
Top 20 baseline mean 6.039 6.103 6.158 6.209 6.219 6.255 6.283
Bandwidth 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5

Notes: The dependent variables in columns (1)-(7) is the life insurance commission in the quarter following
an award designation. All specifications are local quadratic regressions with triangular weights. For this
specification, the IK bandwidth is around 3. Columns (1)-(7) show the estimates with the bandwidth from
2 to 3.5. Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table A7: Validity of RD: Characteristics in Quarter t by Rookies’ within-team Rank in Quarter t

Within-team rank≥4 Within-team rank≤3
VARIABLES Prob(rank≥4) Male Age Edu Urban Duration (t) Male Age Edu Urban Duration (t)

Win -0.046 0.205 0.071 -0.298 -0.114 -0.309 0.114 -2.557 -0.285 0.073 0.117
(0.086) (0.129) (2.141) (0.320) (0.137) (0.245) (0.104) (1.637) (0.286) (0.112) (0.166)

Observations 1,837 1,140 1,140 1,140 1,140 1,140 697 697 697 697 697
R-squared 0.170 0.060 0.083 0.121 0.036 0.207 0.032 0.092 0.172 0.043 0.140
Number of winners 115 30 30 30 30 30 85 85 85 85 85
Top 20 baseline mean 0.371 0.450 37.500 13.740 0.480 2.480 0.290 36.024 14.053 0.562 2.331

Notes: We split the main RD sample by rookies’ within-team rank in their first quarter in the company. In column (1), the dependent variable is a
dummy indicating whether a rookie’s within-team rank is worse or equal to 4th place in quarter t. Columns (2)-(6) present the estimates in the low-rank
sample and columns (6)-(10) present the estimates in high-rank sample. “No. of winners” refers to the number of award winners in each subsample.
Specifications mirror the one in Table 3 column (3). Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01.



Table A8: Heterogeneity: Impact of Award by Deviation from Team Average Commission

(1) (2) (3)
Panel A

VARIABLES Above 75pc Below 75pc Prob.>chi2
Win -2.426*** -0.985 0.213

(0.989) (0.644)

Observations 459 1,378
R-squared 0.209 0.173
No. of winners 91 24
Top 20 baseline mean 6.870 4.558

Panel B
VARIABLES Above 50pc Below 50pc Prob.>chi2
Win -2.228*** 0.710 0.002

(0.743) (0.605)

Observations 918 919
R-squared 0.205 0.254
No. of winners 107 8
Top 20 baseline mean 6.355 4.777

Panel C
VARIABLES Above 25pc Below 25pc Prob.>chi2
Win -1.957*** 0.227 0.030

(0.705) (0.737)

Observations 1,375 462
R-squared 0.222 0.400
No. of winners 109 6
Top 20 baseline mean 6.228 5.868

Notes: Column (1) in panels A, B, and C consists of rookies whose difference between their
life insurance commission (monthly mean) and leave-one-out team average is above 75, 50, and
25 percentile in the main RD sample, respectively. 75, 50, 25 percentile corresponds to 962
CNY, 280 CNY, and -234 CNY. Column (2) consists of rookies whose difference between their
performance and team average is below the corresponding percentile. The dependent variable is
the life insurance commission in the quarter following an award designation. “No. of winners”
refers to the number of award winners in each subsample. Specifications in columns (1) and
(2) mirror the one in Table 3 column (3). Column (3) reports the p-value for Chow test on
null hypothesis that the coefficients in columns (1) and (2) are statistically indistinguishable.
Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table A9: Heterogeneity: Impact of Award by Distance between Rookies’
and Teammates’ Home Address

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Close Far-away Prob.>chi2

Win -3.056*** -0.951 0.088
(0.967) (0.789)

Observations 871 966
R-squared 0.175 0.294
No. of winner 25 90
Top 20 baseline mean 6.267 6.188

Notes: “Close” sample consists of rookies who on average live within 5 miles from their teammates
(5 miles is the median distance in the main RD sample). “Far-away” sample consists of rookies
who on average live farther than 5 miles from their teammates. The distance is spherical distance,
which is computed based on the longitude and latitude data of home addresses obtained from the
Google Map. The dependent variable is the life insurance commission in the quarter following an
award designation. “No. of Winners” refers to the number of award winners in each subsample.
Specifications in columns (1) and (2) mirror the one in Table 3 column (3). Column (3) reports the
p-value for Chow test on null hypothesis that the coefficients in columns (1) and (2) are statistically
indistinguishable. Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p <
0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Table A10: Monthly Dynamics of Main Result - Life Insurance Commission
in Quarter t+1

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES 1st month 1-2 months 1-3 months

Win -0.965*** -1.220** -1.720***
(0.330) (0.492) (0.655)

Observations 1,837 1,837 1,837
R-squared 0.204 0.214 0.229
Top 20 baseline mean 1.942 4.93 6.209

Notes: The dependent variable in columns (1)-(3) is the life insurance commission in the first month,
in the first and second months, and in all three months of the quarter following an award designation,
respectively. Note that the column (3) in this table is the same as Table 3 column (3). Specifications
mirror the one in Table 3 column (3). Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in
parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table A11: Quarterly Dynamics of Main Result - Life Insurance Commission
in Subsequent Quarters

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES t t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4

Win -0.079 -1.720*** -0.531 -0.737 -0.816
(0.148) (0.655) (0.616) (0.714) (0.710)

Observations 1,837 1,837 1,716 1,526 1,322
R-squared 0.951 0.229 0.137 0.121 0.118
Top 20 baseline mean 6.209 6.209 6.209 6.209 6.209

Notes: The dependent variables in columns (1)-(5) are the life insurance commission in the
corresponding quarter. The number of observations decreases due to the exit of salespeople
from the company. Specifications mirror the one in Table 3 column (3). Heteroscedasticity-
consistent standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Table A12: Spillover Effects - Teammates’ Other Performance in Quarter t+1

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Other insurance Referral Income

Win -0.006 -0.010 -0.361
(0.037) (0.017) (0.390)

Observations 18,076 18,076 18,076
R-squared 0.319 0.036 0.233
Baseline mean 0.329 0.116 3.069

Notes: The dependent variables in columns (1)-(3) are other short-term insurance commission, the
number of new referrals, and total income in the quarter following an award designation, respectively.
Baseline mean refers to the outcome mean of non-rookie teammates of the top 20 participants in each
quarter. Specifications mirror the one in Table 9 column (3). Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard
errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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